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A

t GIA, we have many reasons to be happy. Our
company has grown over the years and increasingly
participated in major, transcendental works in
Mexico and abroad. We boast a great team of collaborators
with broad experience, and as we can use our abilities to
adapt to change while upholding our values and generating
new ideas, we will succeed in creating a positive outlook for
the company’s development.
Our abilities to adapt to change are determined by a
number of factors: creativity and strategy in the face of
problems, courage and willpower before difficulties,
leadership to focus our efforts, capacity for transformation,
optimism before challenges, and, most importantly, our
commitment to uphold our values.
At GIA, we now face a different and more complicated
environment of uncertainty that demands that we boost our
abilities to adapt to change. We should not fear change,
but adapt to it. To this end, we must uphold our values,
transforming with willpower, courage, optimism, and
leadership. We will change, adapt, and, without a doubt,
come out stronger.
For GIA, participating in the construction of the new
airport (NAIM) project was something we aspired, we were
there because we know how to work, are highly capable,
and were able to make alliance with important partner
companies. Today, our realities have changed, and new
opportunities are presented to us in other fronts.
Given the new challenges, we must adapt and
transform to reach higher levels. All around the world,
situations that nobody anticipated are becoming manifest,
and Mexico is no exception: we have a new government,

a new reality, new rules, and new actors. But this has
always been the case; we will invariably face changes and
adjust ourselves to different ways of thinking. As has
happened in Mexico and abroad, at GIA we will work with
the government, regardless of its ideology, with the
efficiency that has distinguished us.
This government’s focus is more social community
based—as such, GIA should double its efforts through its
Foundation, since that is where we can help the most. We
should not only think about financial success, but should
also focus on the wellbeing of our society and environment.
At Fundación GIA, we are committed to the communities
we work with in areas such as health, education, housing,
culture, job creation, natural disasters, and the environment.
The government is committed to support Mexican
companies in our sector, to uphold the country’s reputation
abroad, and GIA will undoubtedly be a part of this.
Further, we see many opportunities in Mexico’s
domestic market through our Kiewit-GIA alliance. The rules
will be defined while challenges and opportunities arise, and
GIA’s position will be open, judicious, and truly committed
to building Mexico’s future.
At GIA, we will keep working for our families and future
generations—this is the most important and inspiring part
of our jobs. We simply need to keep our eyes open and
take advantage of what makes us as a company: our
reputation, team work, capacities, solid finances, strategy,
international expansion and, above all, our values.
Because at GIA we know how things are done, with
evolution, we will persevere.
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HANDS AT

WORK
T

he world is experiencing a change in the times—not
a time of change, as people used to say in the past.
The difference between the two terms could appear
minuscle, but this is not the case. A time of change refers
to a period in which an opportunity to adapt new situations
to our lives presents itself, and a change in the times means
that life is not what it used to be, that people have changed
substantially in terms of how they see and live their lives.
Geopolitics are an ever-changing phenomenon; in many
countries, such as Mexico, we are immersed in a continual
processes of change, oftentimes dramatic ones. We could
simply observe what is happening in Venezuela; Nicaragua;
Brazil; Argentina; the United States or Europe, where
tolerance continually ebbs—not to mention China or
Russia, two enormous countries that change and evolve
day after day. Mexico has been no stranger to change: this
year, we went through a intense political process, the
product of the people’s hunger for change. We are no
strangers to the need to adapt ourselves to change and to
world events. As such, what we need to do as a country,
as GIA, and as people is simply to adapt ourselves as best
as possible, independently of its implications. We need to
move quickly, be creative rather than lament ourselves, and
get to work. At GIA, we have always done this one way or

another: we have evolved and adapted to change, knowing
that those who fail, face extinction. This happens among all
species, and we need to understand the processes of
change, accept the need to transformation, and simply
adapt. This will make us better.
At GIA, we are used to seeing opportunities in the face
of difficulties. If we look back on the road we’ve travelled,
we can observe how we have multiplied our service
portfolio, evolved, and responded to the times. Today, we
operate in three countries—Mexico, Honduras, and Chile—
and are planning to grow in Colombia, Peru and Costa
Rica, with collaborators coming from seven countries,
which gives us great satisfaction.
When asked why GIA invariably upholds its
commitments, grows, evolves, and accumulates prestige,
we reply that we practice a culture of hard work, train our
collaborators, and understand our market well, but we also
reply that we use a formula for success: if we add our
knowledge to our talents and abilities for getting things
done, and multiply this by our positive attitude, we will get
extraordinary results. I would like to invite us all to continue
on this path.
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or the Construction Service divisions
as a whole, 2018 was a great year.
Compared to 2017, production
increased by 64%, mainly thanks to
three projects: the Honduras
Government Civic Center we are building
through the Urban Construction Division, the
“Las Varas” highway project for the Ministry of
Communications and Transportation (SCT)
carried out by the Heavy Construction Division,
and the works we took on in the consortia for
Mexico City’s New Airport.
Another main contributor to this year’s
excellent results was the Tenant Improvements
Division. A total of 17% of this year’s
production stemmed from the more than 30
contracts executed by said Division. This area,
led by an unshakably committed director,
always meets and improves upon its results.
These results would not have been possible
without the contribution of the Architecture
Division as well as the Installations and
Maintenance Division, which are key to several
projects in the areas of Urban Construction
and Interior Design.
The possible decrease in next year’s annual
sales seems logical for a company like ours,
since half of our portfolio involves public works.
We have lived through government transitions
before and understand these events as
cyclical, but in contrast to previous changes in
administration, this time GIA has taken on an
internationalization process.

Since the previous change in government,
GIA began to develop a plan to internationalize
its activities. This effort has yielded projects in
Honduras and Chile, which have proven our
ability to participate in other regional markets,
while bringing us the security, stability, and
continuity we need as a company, so we can
avoid finding ourselves at the mercy of
situations beyond our control. By distributing
the risks among various countries, we can
mitigate the possible impact of cyclical
changes and uncertainty. We will take
advantage of our experience in international
projects to open our company’s doors to
globalization, without sacrificing our
commitment to building infrastructure in
Mexico.
This is a time to look ahead and
accommodate to the changes we have
foreseen: changes we should view as
opportunities, not challenges, so that we can
continue to grow as a company and as
professionals. We seek to increase our
ingenuity, efficiency, analytical prowess, and
pragmatism in order to discover new horizons.
We know how to adapt to transformations. It is
time to take advantage of these opportunities,
and we will do so through a reliable strategy
and with the professionalism that marks
everyone who is a part of the GIA team.
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Construction Services

Honduras Government
Civic Center
Client: Concessions Division
Location: Tegucigalpa, Honduras
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Construction Services

Runway 3 of
Mexico City’s
New International
Airport
Client: Grupo
Aeroportuario CDMX
Location: Estado de
México

Highway
Compostela Las Varas
Client: Fonadin
Location: Nayarit, México
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018 was full of significant
accomplishments for the
Architecture Division. Thanks to our
constant efforts to prepare for the
future, we have successfully
developed large and highly complex projects.
We upheld quality standards, incorporated
state-of-the-art technologies, and acquired
international sustainability certifications.
One of the most complex projects the
Architecture Division has taken on—the
Honduras Government Civic Center—involves
two twenty-five story towers, four six-to-eightstory buildings, and 4.5 underground
parking lots.
On top of its architectural design, we are
also in charge of the interior design for more
than 100,000 m2 in office spaces, which
include areas for top-level executives.
This work’s dimensions require complex
design efforts to organize spaces
harmoniously and functionally, demanding that
a broad range of collaborators with different
specializations coordinate to satisfy a single,
comprehensive goal.
To this end, the Architecture Division has
adopted top-level Building Information
Modeling (BIM) technologies that have allowed
us to develop projects in a collaborative,
multidisciplinary, and comprehensive way.
Likewise, many of our collaborators have been
certified in LEED (Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design). These tools constitute
a significant part of our ability to face the
challenges our future holds.

Another significant project we completed in
2018—the San Felipe Residential Complex—
includes 106 departments spread over
18,200 m2 of construction. This was designed
in southern Mexico City for a private investor.
No less relevant was our project for the
ISSSTE Hospital Clinic in Merida, with 66 beds
and 16,000 m2 of construction developed for
our internal client: the Concessions Division.
We have also committed to completing the
Cumbres Herradura complex in the
municipality of Naucalpan, in the State of
Mexico. This project is currently underway and
includes the master plan, architectural design,
and engineering for 720 apartments and a
shopping center. This client is also a private
investor.
We are also working on buildings for TVDR
and Los Ramones. This design project involves
control booths and services for the
compression stations in Tula and Villa de
Reyes developed by the GIA Kiewit alliance.
To face the challenges of 2019, we will take
on significant efforts to sign more contracts
with private partners, such as those signed for
the residential complex including 720
apartments in Mexico City and for an
apartment building in Nuevo Vallarta, Nayarit .
The Architecture Division’s proven capacity
for adaptation will help secure an optimistic
future and we are convinced that, despite
today’s uncertain climate, new opportunities
will continue to emerge in Mexico and abroad.
We have no doubt that we are ready to plant
the seeds of new successes.
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Architecture

Honduras Government
Civic Center
Client: Concessions Division

ISSSTE Hospital
Clinic in Mérida
Client: Concessions Division
Location: Yucatán, México

Location: Tegucigalpa, Honduras

Residencial San
Felipe
Client: Marca Urbana
Location: CDMX, México
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Architecture

Cumbres de Herradura
Client: Grupo Gwep
Location: Ciudad de México

Natural gas
compression stations
Client: GIA-Kiewit
Location: Villa de Reyes, San
Luis Potosí y Tula, Hidalgo
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t the Tenant Improvements
Division, we can be proud of
what we have accomplished in
2018. Thanks to our
commitment to each and every
one of our clients, we are still the top company
in the industry—a position we have held for 17
years straight—allowing us to work with
prestigious companies in highly diverse
environments.
Among our most important projects this
year, we could highlight Citibanamex, including
Citibanamex Reforma 490, Citibanamex
Presidential Suite, Santa Fe, and Citibanamex
Wave 2 Revolución, for a total of 23,000 m²
built for this client.
Another large complex we worked on was
Nissan’s, with 15,000 m².
Likewise, we committed to taking on
WeWork Interlomas, with nearly 6,000 m²;
Banco de Comercio Exterior, with around
5,000 m²; and Scotiabank, with 10,000 m².

Fortunately, we
enjoy the trust of
many other clients,
including the
following:

AKYA
Banca Mifel
BASF Mexicana
BHP Billiton
David’s Bridal,
Satélite
DuPont
DXC, Santa Fe
Hospital Regional de
Alta Especialidad de
Ixtapaluca
(ampliación,)
Interportección,
Mérida
Interprotección,
Guadalajara
Interprotección,
México
Interprotección,
Monterrey

We have put our best foot forward for each
of these projects and fundamentally committed
to surpassing our clients’ expectations,
because doing just enough will no longer
suffice. The key is to impress our clients, solve
any problem that may come up, and finish
within the time, cost, and quality parameters
expected of us. We need to inspire and satisfy
our clients so that we can work with them in
the long term. Meeting expectations and
impressing our clients are the keys to success.
Even as we face a more complicated
environment, greater competition and
demands, and a degree of uncertainty, we
need to increase our efforts and coordination
every time. Likewise, we must embark on a
search for new markets and open up to new
opportunities, such as hotels, retail,
hospitals, etc.
If we commit to upholding our quality while
seeking out new opportunities, we can secure
a bright future for our company.
With our accumulated experience, at
Interior Construction we know that ever year is
a challenge and are excited to face any test
that comes our way.

Interprotección,
Tijuana
Interprotección,
Torreón
Metlife, Corporación
Carso
Metlife, Guadalajara
Thompson Hotel,
Zihuatanejo
Willis Towers Watson
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Tenant Improvements

BANCA MIFEL

AKYA

CDMX
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Tenant Improvements

Tijuana

Carso
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or the Urban Construction Division,
2018 was a productive year: We
made progress on several relevant
projects in Mexico and abroad,
finished quite a few more, and
participated in rebuilding our country.
We have persisted in our work on the
Honduras Government Civic Center, making
continuous progress with its construction
program. Finishing it by next year poses
enormous challenges given the magnitude and
logistics involved, as well as our need to adjust
to the host country’s policies and culture.
Nonetheless, given our team’s skills and positive
attitude, we are certain to achieve this goal.
We also concluded preliminary demolition
projects for the Salvador Geriatric Hospital in
Chile, along with the site’s archeological
restoration and deep foundation. Currently, our
excavation and anchoring work is 80 percent
complete, and we will take on its superficial
foundations imminently. The hospital should be
up and running by 2023.
Another significant project we carried out
was Parque Norte, with vertical housing
comprising nine phases for our client
Consorcio Hogar. This year, we developed our
Phase 5 building, a 12-story building with
about 16,900 m2 and 98 apartments as well as
a parking building and a Club House spanning
1,960 m2.

Over the first semester of the year, we
completed the construction of the ISSSTE
Hospital Clinic in Merida for our client GIA
Infrastructure on time and within budget: this
13,800 m2 area, distributed over a two-story
building, complements the exterior works for 253
parking spaces and roads along a 20,750 m2
surface.
This year, we fully committed to building
Mexico City’s New International Airport, an
800,000 m2 project, developing concrete
structures for columns, walls, and floors for our
partner and client Consorcio Terminal Valle de
México.
Another project we are very proud of—the
reconstruction of the Ignacio Zaragoza Market
in Salina Cruz, Oaxaca—is part of a 3,000 m2
reconstruction project following the devastation
caused by the earthquake that struck in
September of 2017. Existing structures were
demolished, and 357 booths as well as
complementary service areas were
reconstructed.
We view our future optimistically. The
experience we have accumulated over the
years places us in a privileged and competitive
position in Mexico’s real-estate market. To
expand our opportunities, we hope to push
new projects in Central and South America:
our experience and process management
make us very competitive in these areas.
The changes our industry faces will not come
without setbacks, but we know we can handle
them. We will have to adapt, overcome
resistance, explore our new realities, and commit
to facing any emerging challenges. With the
right attitude, our success is guaranteed.
21

Urban Construction

ISSSTE Hospital
Clinic in Mérida
Client: Concessions Division
Location: Mérida, Yucatán

Honduras Government
Civic Center
Client: Concessions Division
Location: Tegucigalpa, Honduras
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Urban Construction

Ignacio Zaragoza Market
Client: Fundación GIA
Location: Oaxaca, México

Mexico City’s New
International Airport
Client: Consorcio Terminal
Valle de México
Location: Estado de México

Parque Norte
Client: Consorcio Hogar
de Occidente
Location: Cuautitlán Izcalli,
Estado de México
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or the Installations and Maintenance
Division, 2018 was a consolidating
year. Most importantly, we
collaborated with three other
divisions in GIA: Concessions,
Urban Construction, and Interior Construction.
With Concessions, we worked on
expanding the Highly Specialized Regional
Hospital in Ixtapaluca and took on long-term
maintenance works for the Social Infrastructure
Project in Oaxaca and the ISSSTE Hospital
Clinic in Merida.
With Urban Construction, we collaborated
on three magna projects: the Parque Norte
Residential Complex (phase 5), the ISSSTE
Hospital Clinic in Merida, and the Honduras
Government Civic Center.
We have also actively collaborated with the
Tenant Improvements Division for projects
inlcuding CitiBanamex Wave 1, CitiBanamex
Wave 2, Gigante Corporation, Mackinsey
Corporation, Enel Green Power, CitiBanamex
490, Dupont Laboratories, BHP Corporation,
Interprotección Corporation, Bancomext, Label
Corporation, Akya Offices, and Nissan
Corporation.

This year, one of our main challenges
involved hiring specialized human resources.
To this end, we took on great training efforts to
specialize and qualify our human resources
and secure their commitment.
In general, we work with short deadlines
that often evolve throughout the execution
process, forcing us to be creative and
anticipate our clients’ wishes. Another of our
challenges is securing profitability while putting
our clients’ satisfaction first. In this sense, our
team’s high involvement has become a
fundamental strategy.
We are optimistic about our future and
committed to adding value for our clients. The
Facilities and Maintenance Division’s invaluable
human resources, and their enthusiasm,
dedication, and commitment, will help us reach
this goal. We aim to go beyond GIA’s limits to
offer greater services to public and private third
parties. Crises only help us grow, and our job
is to keep our eyes open for new and better
opportunities.
In the long road ahead, maintenance will
keep offering many benefits to business
partners. In hard times, when investments
become restricted, maintaining existing
structures presents significant opportunities.
And we’ll always be there.
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Installations & Maintenance

Akya
Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Mckinsey
Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Highly Specialized
Regional Hospital in
Ixtapaluca
Client: Concessions Division
Location: Ixtapaluca, Estado
de México

BHP
Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Bancomext
Client: Interior Construction Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Social Infrastructure
Project of Oaxaca
Client: Concessions Division
Location: Oaxaca

Honduras Government
Civic Center
Client: Urban Construction Division
Location: Tegucigalpa, Honduras
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Installations & Maintenance

Citibanamex
Client: Interior Construction
Division

Citibanamex 490

Location: Ciudad de México

Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de México

ISSSTE Hospital
Clinic in Mérida
Client: Urban
Construction Division
Location: Mérida,
Yucatán

Nissan
Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de
México

Dupont
Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Enel
Client: Interior Construction Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Interprotección
Gigante
Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Client: Interior Construction
Division
Location: Ciudad de México

Parque Norte
Client: Urban Construction
Division
Location: Cuautitlán Izcalli,
Estado de México
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n 2018, the Heavy Construction Division
was involved in a number of significant
works, each of which presented unique
challenges that we faced thanks to our
team’s commitment and hard work.
One of them was the highway between
Compostela and Las Varas, in Nayarit, for our
client Fonadin, as part of the Jala-Vallarta
highway that will connect Guadalajara to
Puerto Vallarta. This stretch posed significant
technical challenges, with the unstable terrain
requiring complex solutions.
Another of our most outstanding works
was the rectification of the Tula River in the
state of Hidalgo, executed for Mexico’s
National Water Commission. We had to work
along highly segmented fronts given our
client’s complications with environmental and
social groups.
In the Runway 3 for Mexico City’s New
Airport, in Texcoco, we not only took part in
the consortium executing the project, but
participated in the basalt production needed
for the terrain’s preload. We should highlight
that moving materials for the basalt and
tezontle layers required to consolidate the
terrain posed serious challenges, as did the
fixing of 28,000 kilometers of vertical drains for
the same purpose.

Some of the works we have taken on have
been suspended for technical, budgetary, or
social reasons; nonetheless, the Heavy
Construction Division has addressed our
clients’ needs thanks to the development of
our personnel, which improves its skills
continuously. Thus, despite the obstacles we
have faced along the way, we remain
motivated for the future.
Our environment’s changing conditions
have brought on new demands. At Heavy
Construction, we are aware that we must
continue to offer excellent customer support
while pursuing growth and consolidation.
Our main challenge in the short term is
contracting. We have to work, analyze projects
in detail, and assess risks so that we can face
and solve each and every one together with
our clients.
This country has plenty of infrastructure to
develop, and we will be there to capitalize on
the diverse experience we have acquired over
the past ten years of building roads, bridges,
tunnels, sump pumps, dams, etc.
We regard our future with confidence, and
our team is prepared to face our country’s
infrastructure needs: we need to consolidate
ourselves as a tool for investors and government
bodies to reach their growth goals in Mexico.
At Heavy Construction, we are ready.
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Heavy Construction

Highway
Compostela Las Varas
Client: Fonadin
Location: Nayarit, México

Hecelchakan Junction
Client: SCT
Location: Campeche, México
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Heavy Construction

Rectification of section
IV of the Tula River
Client: Conagua
Location: Tula, Hidalgo

Runway 3 of Mexico
City’s New International
Airport
Client: Grupo Aeroportuario de la
Ciudad de México
Location: Estado de México
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ne of the Energy Division’s
greatest accomplishments has
been the consolidation of the
alliance between Kiewit and
GIA that has propelled our joint
venture to a leading position in the energy
sector and has yielded great results. Every year
since then, our alliance has seen successful
contracts, and 2018 was no exception.
This year, we worked to finish both gas
compressor stations in Tula and Villa de Reyes
for our client, TransCanada on an 88-milliondollar contract, which included supplying,
engineering, and the launching of all systems
and equipment.
Another highly relevant project we took on
involves the construction of an fuel terminal for
Hidrosur. This contract—worth 43 million
dollars—includes the construction of a terminal
to store 420,000 barrels of fuel.
We also signed a contract with our client
Invenergy for the power station of Los
Ramones—worth an initial investment of 87
million dollars.
The main challenge the Kiewit-GIA alliance
faces is to strengthen our presence in the
Mexican market in order to become the top
choice for clients. Execute Engineering,
Procurement, and Construction (EPC) projects
in the oil and gas as well as the power
generation industries should see exponential
growth over the next years in an attempt to
satisfy our country’s development demands,
which clearly indicates a promising future for
our alliance.

Over the next 14 years, Mexico will have to
double its electricity-generation capacity.
Furthermore, the country need to take on
obsolete-power-plant conversion as a
necessary step toward supporting our
country’s growing demand for energy.
The oil and gas sectors also require
investing in new plants as well as the
modernization of existing ones. This need
manifests itself throughout the value chain in
oil, gas, and petroleum products, that is, in
production, transportation, storage, refinery,
and in the processing of crude, gas, and
petroleum products. In terms of this reality, an
estimated 210,000 million dollars in
investments are required over the next 20
years.
Political changes will affect the balance
between public and private investment to an
extent, but projects in the energy sector need
to be executed—otherwise, the country would
preclude its possibilities for growth.
In the Energy Division, we are ready and
able to take advantage of the opportunities
that will surely arise. The Kiewit-GIA alliance
boasts the know-how to keep on significantly
contributing to the energy infrastructure
development that Mexico needs and will
continue to crave in the upcoming years.
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Energía

Natural gas compression
station in Villa de Reyes
Client: TransCanada
Location: San Luis Potosi, México

Hydrocarbons storage and
distribution maritime terminal
Client: Hidrosur
Location: Puerto Progreso, Yucatán
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Energía

Los Ramones
Client: Invenergy
Location: Los
Ramones, Nuevo León

Natural gas compression
station in Tula
Client: TransCanada
Location: Tula, Hidalgo
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he Concessions Division made
great strides in 2018: two projects
went into full operation mode while
two other projects were
consolidated, for a total of four
projects in operation. At the same time,
significant progress negotiations took place for
works in Honduras and Chile.
Six of our projects are underway, including
the Social Infrastructure Project in Oaxaca and
the Highly Specialized Regional Hospital in
Ixtapaluca. Further, the ISSSTE Hospital Clinic in
Mérida and the Obregón City Bypass Highway
launched operations, while the Honduras
Government Civic Center is in its final stage
and will be completed shortly. Likewise, the
financing and renegotiation of the governmentconcession contract for the Geriatric Salvador
Hospital in Chile was formalized as well as the
long and expected formal kick off.
The financial agreement for a hospital in
Chile included investments totaling over 440
million dollars, with financing for 360 million
dollars. These funds were provided by
international and Chilean banks including
Banco Itaú, Santander, Banco Consorcio,
Metlife, Security, and China Construction Bank.
It is worth noting that this constitutes the
largest funding operation in GIA’s history.
Negotiating and acquiring these funds for a
project overseas required expertise, skills,
perseverance and constant, coordinated work.
This was an extraordinary accomplishment for
everyone involved in this landmark project.
The launching of operations for each of
these projects required concluding the
investment stage, and every launch demands
persistence, capabilities, adaptation, and
follow-up, until the goal of income stabilization
materializes.

Having grown accustomed to challenges,
the Infrastructure Concessions Division
understands that satisfying investment
requirements constitutes our top feat. We have
to secure funds while keeping our contractual
obligations in sight and preparing reports for
our clients. Likewise, the preoperative team
has to be prepared to launch operations from
day one, while following up in a timely manner
throughout the entire construction process.
We live in an environment characterized by
political and governmental cycles, with
significant changes that require flexibility and
the means to adapt--both of which we have
developed and will continue to master, given
that these cycles not only affect Mexico, but
are starting to become commonplace in many
of the regions where we operate.
Given the challenges of a world in constant
flux, we must consolidate our presence in the
markets we have come to know, but also need
to pursue new opportunities in other areas. We
need to seek alliances and detect
opportunities, without bypassing the creation
of companies that can provide resources for us
to continue to invest and develop infrastructure
projects.
We need to forge high-impact,
multidisciplinary teams that can adjust easily
and work dynamically. This will help increase
the responsibilities of a growing number of
talented people who are joining our team.
Likewise, securing our commitment and
positive attitude is fundamental to our ability to
enjoy our everyday work, celebrate our small
victories, and maintain the nuts and bolts that
help our company run smoothly. We focus on
results, transforming according to our
environment’s demands.
If we keep up our attitude and team work,
we can expect a promising future, with great
challenges, but also with great opportunities.
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Concessions

Honduras Government
Civic Center
Client: Government of Honduras
Location: Tegucigalpa, Honduras

ISSSTE Hospital
Clinic in Mérida
Client: ISSSTE
Location: Yucatán, México
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Concessions

Geriatric Salvador
Hospital
Client: MOP Gobierno de
Chile
Location: Santiago de Chile

Contract for the
provision of services
of the HRAEIxtapaluca
Client: Secretaría de Salud
Location: Ixtapaluca, Estado
de México

Obregón City Highway
Client: SCT
Location: Cd. Obregón,
Sonora
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A MESSAGE
FROM
THE
CEO
HIPÓLITO GERARD RIVERO
(G4-1, G4-3, G4-4, G4-13)

W

e are happy to present our
8th Social Responsibility
Annual Report as per the
Global Reporting Initiative’s
(GRI) fourth version, using

the “core” option.
Like every year, this report sheds light on
our interest groups, successes, and results in
terms of our collaborators’ quality of life,
company ethics, and our community and
environmental ties.
GIA has offered social support in many
ways for 22 years, but has lacked a uniform
institutional direction, which is why we have
created the GIA Foundation this year. With this
Foundation, we seek to focus our joint efforts
and create a positive impact for a greater
number of people through our actions in a
more institutional way.
In September, we issued our first and
greatest altruistic project: the reconstruction of
the Ignacio Zaragoza Market in Salina Cruz,
Oaxaca, whose structure was gravely
damaged by an earthquake in 2017. With a
cost greater than 35 million pesos, this work
has benefitted more than 2,000 people directly,
with spillover effects for the entire population of
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec—this is one of the
most important wholesale markets in the

county and in the entire surrounding area. We
are grateful to our allies, which include
Fideicomiso Fuerza México, Fundación Holcim
México, Kiewit, CEMEX, Aceromex, Grupo
Collado, Unicorp, Helvex, Ruhrpumpen,
Vitromex, Ingeniería y Constructores Gabe,
and Instalaciones Electromecánicas e
Hidrosanitarias Núñez for their significant
participation in this initiative.
Following the principles of the United
Nations Global Compact, to which we have
abided for several years, we will continue
participating, from our position, in order to
meet the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals. As an example, we were distinguished
for the eighth consecutive year as a Socially
Responsible Company by the Mexican Center
for Philanthropy (Cemefi) and were also
recognized as one of the Best Mexican
Companies (MEM) by Tecnológico de
Monterrey, Deloitte, and Citibanamex for the
seven consecutive year.
I am grateful to our clients and partners for
their trust in us and recognize our collaborators’
and providers’ hard work: you may rest
assured that we will stay on this path and
continue to strengthen our relationships with
interest groups in order to create value for all.
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Social Responsibility

(G4-22, G4-23)

About This Report

This report provides information on our main
economic, social, and environmental activities in 2018.
This is our second report under the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) methodology using version G4, the
“core” option.

Distinctions

42

(G4-6)

International Presence
Projects throughout Mexico
and activities in Central and
South America: Honduras,
Colombia, Peru, and Chile.

(G4-15)

ESR Distinction (Socially
Responsible Company)
We received the Socially
Responsible Company
distinction on behalf of the
Mexican Center for
Philanthropy (Cemefi) and the
Alliance for Socially
Responsible Companies.

United Nations Global
Compact
GIA has been a part of the
UN Global Compact for the
last eight years. As
members, we have
committed to integrating its
ten principles on human
rights, labor standards,
anticorruption, and the
environment within our
management.

Presence

Best Mexican Companies
In the ninth edition of Best Mexican Companies (MEM), for
the seventh time, we received a distinction awarded by
Tecnológico de Monterrey, Deloitte, and Citibanamex.

We belong to the
following associations:

(G4-16)

AMAC

Mexican Asphalt Association

AMEDIRH

Mexican Association for the Management
of Human Resources

AMIC

Mexican Association for Corporate Interior
Design

AMIVTAC

Mexican Association for Land-Route
Engineering

CMIC

Mexican Chamber for the Construction
Industry

IPC Group

Engineering, Contracting and
Construction

UNGC

Pacto Mundial de las Naciones Unidas

USGBC

United States Green Building Council

Social Responsibility

Grupos de interés

(G4-2,G4-24, G4-25)

We recognize and reach out to our interest groups in
order to uphold harmonious relationships, as these
groups are essential to our organization.

(G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27, G4-PR5)

Communications and Liaisons with Interest Groups
Interest Group

Communication Channel

Expectation

Shareholders

Minimize risks
Keep informed

Input

Frequency

Output

Administrative Council
Committee meetings

Committee minutes

Continual

Collaborators

Safety
Development
Transparency
Recognition
Commitment

Organizational climate
Suggestion mailbox
Anonymous tips

GIA Communication
Website
EnerGIA Blog
Anonymous tips Follow-up report
Annual information meeting
Training

Continual

Clients

Company reputation
Service quality
Contract fulfillment

Contracts
Follow-up minutes
Client satisfaction surveys
Anonymous tips

Annual reports
Annual information meeting

Continual

Community

Transparency
Improved dialogue**

Specific project requirements
Anonymous tips

Corporate and Project Liaison Plan

Continual

Providers

Facilitate alliances
Transparency

Anonymous tips

Website
Provider ethics code
Annual report

Continual

NGOs

Establish alliances**

Needs Detection

Meetings with NGOs

Annual

**In development

Materiality

(G4-17, G4-18, G4-19)

Based on the GRI methodology, we identified the most
important material affairs for our interest groups:
IMPACT ON GIA
ECONOMIC

SOCIAL

Market presence

Human rights

4

Process improvement

7

Community relationships

2

Ethics and transparency

5

Labor health and safety

1

Profitable growth

6

Collaborator development

3

Contract fulfillment

8

Relationships with NGOs

ENVIRONMENTAL
9

Environment

Education
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Social Responsibility

Materiality Matrix
25

Interest Groups

15

19

2

18

20

3

16

17

4

12

16

5

15

20

6

16

19

7

20

19

8

17

17

9

18

18

20

Interest Groups

1

15

10

5

0

5

10

15

20

Company

Material Indicators

Ethics and Integrity

(G4-19, G4-20, G4-21)

(G4-56, G4-HR12, G4-SO3, G4-SO4, G4-SO5, G4-SO7)

COVERAGE

Material affairs

Internal

External

Economic growth
Ethics and
transparency
Contract fulfillment
Process
improvement
Health and safety
Collaborator
development

The Ethics Code is the behavioral guideline for our
collaborators and is based on our values: integrity,
professionalism, transparency, and respect. The Code is
available for consultation on our website.
The campaign “Playing Fair” allows our collaborators,
providers, and any other person to engage in the
whistleblowing of unethical behavior. Through the
anonymous-tips platform managed by the consulting firm
Deloitte, the Ethics Committee can take measures to
safeguard ethics as a way of life at our company.

Whistleblowing Means

Community
relationships
Relationships with
NGOs
Environment
** The scope of material aspects is limited to activities
that are directly executed by the company with its
interest groups.

12%
18%

12%

70%

Website
70%
Website: 24
Telephone: 6
E-mail: 4
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Anonymity

88%

Anonymous
88%
Anonymous: 30
Non-anonymous: 4

25

Social Responsibility

Whistleblowing Comparison
2017

8

2018

7
5
4

4

4

5

5

4
3

1

1

1

February

March

April

3

2

2

2
1

1

August

September

2

1

1

1
January

May

Total reports
received:

34

Internal Community

Honduras 30
Chile 15
Mexico 175

women

34%

July

October

0

November December

Status:

26 7

88% anonymous
23% mobbing
76% resolved
21% sent for investigation
3% in process

220

June

closed
cases

under
investigation
and in
process

(G4-10, G4-11, G4-EC8, G4-LA3)

Average age:

35 years
New contracts:

74

Average
hire age:

31 years
Rotation:

7%

*All collaborators have
individual contracts.

435
men

66%
Honduras 20
Chile 20
Mexico 395

Average age:

40 años
New contracts:

102

Average
hire age:

34 años
Rotation:

18%

Total
collaborators

655
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Social Responsibility

Benefits Plan

(G4-EC3, G4-LA2)

Mexico

Chile

Colombia

Honduras

End of year bonus

+

+

+

+

Vacation

+

+

+

+

Vacation bonus

+

Saving Fund

+

+

Social Security

+

+

Other guaranteed
payments

+ Meal bonus

+ 14º month
+

Performance bonus

+

+ National-holiday
bonus

Profit sharing

+

+ Transport costs

Long-term incentives

+*

Major medical
expenses

+

Medical exam

+*

Life insurance

+

Cafeteria

+**

+

+

+

**Only in offices

(G4-EC3, G4-LA9)

GIA University (UNIGIA) is emblematic of the company’s
commitment to its collaborators’ human and professional
development. Currently, we boast a comprehensive studies
program and have launched several diploma courses,
convinced that they will become valuable tools for our
collaborators’ development.

Training hours:

24,068
Courses
per year: 143
111 3 29
46

+
+

Training and Development

Technical

All personnel receive
benefits according to each
country’s law, as well as
additional benefits in some
cases.

+

Educational assistance
* Only at certain levels

+*

Leadership Management

UNIGIA
Diploma in
Planning and Site
Control:

(G4-LA11)

Performance
Review

6,084 100%
hours
of our collaborators
were reviewed in this
time period.

Human-Rights Training

1.5

hours
on human-rights
issues on average

(G4-HR2, G4-SO4)

183

collaborators
received training
on human-rights
issues.

Social Responsibility

Wellness for Collaborators
The wellness program aims to contribute to improving the
lives of our collaborators by promoting initiatives to prevent
illness, stay in shape, and eat healthily.

Sunday Workout:
Hours of training:

54

per participant

Racing for a cause:

Medical exam:

75%

participation rate

211

participants

34% collaborators
66% family members

Participants:

21

66% collaborators
34% family members

50% women
50% men

Total
kilometers:

1,159
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Social Responsibility

Organizational
Climate:
After our 2017 Climate Survey results,
we engaged several Focus Groups for
collaborators at different levels of the
organization. We hope next year’s
results will prove more satisfactory
after taking into account several best
practices put forward by collaborators.

Participant
sample:

66
Shared
opinions:

Most relevant
opinions:

189

Alternative
solutions:

48

969
29

Social Responsibility

Community Ties

(G4-EC8)

Since its founding, GIA has participated in countless
initiatives aiming at strengthening ties to communities in
need, building spaces for civic collaboration, and
supporting environmental and outreach activities
throughout Mexico. Given its history, the company decided
to jumpstart the GIA Foundation as a way of focusing the
social accountability efforts we had embarked upon years
back, formally building an institution to attend certain
needs.
For the Foundation’s first initiative, GIA participated in
the reconstruction of the Salina Cruz Market in Oaxaca, as
its facilities were severely damaged after an earthquake
struck in September of 2017.
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Social Responsibility

Community Outreach
This year, our donations went to:

Sports

26%
Poverty and
Vulnerability

Health

32%
Education
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15%

26%

Social Responsibility

Project and Corporate Activities
SUBJECT

Health and Wellness

Environmental and
Community Ties

ACTIVITIES

(G4-EC8)

GOALS

BENEFITTED
GROUPS

Get your family moving

50 hours of training per participant; 50% of participants are family members

Collaborators and
their families

6th Soccer Tournament

The tournament is celebrated with all of the Group’s divisions and encourages
sports

Collaborators

6th Bowling
Tournament

Personnel come together with participation from every area

Collaborators

Racing for a Cause

Supporting NGOs in fostering sports among collaborators and their family
members. We participated in the 7th Kardias Race, the 11th AQNR Race, and
the DOIX Race

Collaborators and
their families

Literacy program

Classes for civil-works collaborators in Miahuatlán, Oaxaca, toward their
elementary-school graduation

Subcontractors

Baby welcoming

Welcoming our collaborators’ newborns with a basket of useful baby products

Collaborators

Vaccination and health
campaigns

Preventing illness at the worksite. We carry out campaigns against measles,
rubella, tetanus, and influenza, as well as de-worming, breast-cancer
screening, urinary-tract-infection detection, and colon-cancer detection

Collaborators

Health talks

Breast-cancer, HPV, and colon-cancer prevention, as well as nutritional
guidance

Collaborators

Lechetón campaign

590 liters of milk donated to AMANC in Oaxaca

External community

Kilotón campaign

Providing appointments with nutritionists and incentivizing healthy weight loss.
Participants lost a total of 140.2 kilograms

Collaborators

Deals

Providing new employees with discounts for master and postgraduate
degrees, vocational centers, and other businesses

Collaborators

Medical examinations

Prevent illnesses via general checkups with an internist doctor. Participation
rate: 75% of collaborators

Collaborators

Medical consultations

Men: 57% / Women: 43%

Collaborators

Healthy menu

Inclusion of sufficiently nutritious meals

Collaborators

Recycling and helping

Donating pet bottles and bottlecaps for recycling and supporting the Mexican
Association for Children with Cancer in Mexico City and Oaxaca

External
community and
environment

Children’s Day

Celebrating Children’s Day with the families of collaborators who work on the
Honduras Government Civic Center

Collaborators and
family members

Collaborator donation

Collaborators made voluntary donations to the House of the Good Samaritan
in the State of Mexico, which aims to provide quality of life to patients with
terminal illnesses and other conditions. 3,667 adult diapers and 60 sets of
hospital sheets were donated.

External community

Support for the
Honduran community

22 trips carrying 7 m3 of wood and 35 trips with an average of 1.75 m3 of
concrete per trip took place in order to pave the main street in Colonia El Buen
Samaritano in the municipality of Comayagüela

External community

Supply collection

Donation of 1,867 school supplies for approximately 100 children

External community

Donations to NGOs

Supporting the health and development of vulnerable groups through
donations to NGOs. Economic support was provided for 8 NGOs. Distribution:
34% health, 25% sports, 22% education, and 19% poverty and vulnerability

External
community and
NGOs
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Social Responsibility

Vinculación
comunidad y
medio ambiente

Environment
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Clothing support

- Donating clothing and recyclable items to the State Directory of Social
Reinsertion

External community

Amigo Guardián

-395 blankets given to the DIF (National System for Integral Family
Development)

External community

Maratón de Sonrisas

-30 uniforms given to the Red Cross brigades

External community

Tu Voz Importa

-75 sleeping mats donated to the CRIT disability foundation in Oaxaca

GIA collaborators
and providers

Vaccine campaigns

Providing elementary-school children with basic knowledge on public safety
and accident prevention

Subcontractors

Backpack and
school-supply
donations

Helping with Christmas festivities for underprivileged children at the Casa
Hogar Benito Juárez in Oaxaca

External
community

Employment source in
the region

A space for reporting misdeeds, ethical violations, and injustice

External
community

Air quality projects at
construction sites

Establishing control measures for the protection of HVAC equipment,
interrupting dispersion routes, etc., in order to maintain a healthy environment
for the personnel working at the site

Internal and
external community

Erosion and
sedimentation control

Implementing erosion and sediment control in every project in order to prevent
the exposure and accelerated loss of useful land for revegetation

Internal and
external community

Comprehensive residue
management

Establishing actions and measures to minimize dangerous residues and urban
solid waste

Internal and
external community

Wood, cardboard, and
pet recycling

Separating materials and recycling them for use in other activities

Internal and
external community

HP Planet Partners

Supporting our planet by sending Hewlett Packard all used toner and printer
cartridges for recycling

Environment

Environmental articles
on the corporate blog

“Ideas verdes” is a space for interesting articles and tips on topics such as
biodiversity, climate change, recycling, and more.

Environment

Environmental
education in
Miahuatlán, Oaxaca’s,
educational institutes

Contributing to environmental education by giving talks at educational
institutions

Community and
environment

Tree donations

Contributing to reforestation in the community
-20 trees, Andrés Quintana Roo preschool
-40 trees, Francisco Márquez preschool
-25 trees, María Montessori preschool
-60 trees, reforestation in Colonia Labor del Rosario
-164 plants, reforestation on the Mengolí main boulevard in Morelos
-20 decorative plants, Mengolí Municipal Agency, in Morelos
-30 fruit plants, Vicente Guerrero elementary school
-50 fruit plants, Historia de Juárez elementary school

Environment

Reforestation
volunteering

Reforesting in Santa Ana Jilotzingo, State of Mexico, led by collaborators and
family members

Collaborators and
environment

Environmental
awareness

Talks on energy savings, rational water consumption, and residue reduction
and good use for project personnel in Mihuatlán de Porfirio Díaz, Oaxaca, and
Mérida, Yucatán

Environment

Social Responsibility

GRI Content Index - core option

(G4-E32)

Content

Page or external reference

G4-1
G4-3
G4-4
G4-5
G4-6
G4-7, G4-8
G4-9
G4-10, G4-11
G4-12
G4-13
G4-14
G4-15
G4-16
G4-17, G4-18, G4-19
G4-19, G4-20, G4-21
G4-22, G4-23
G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27
G4-28, G4-29, G4-30
G4-31
G4-32
G4-34
G4-35, G4-36
G4-56
G4-57, G4 58
G4-EC1
G4-EC3
G4-EN29

p.41
p.2
p.3
p.2
p.42
http://www.gia.mx/es/quienes-somos
p.55
p.45
http://www.gia.mx/es/cadena-de-valor-0
pp. 4-5
http://www.gia.mx/es/pacto-mundial-naciones-unidas
p.42
p.42
p.43
p.44
p.42
p.43
http://www.gia.mx/es/informes
http://www.gia.mx/es/contacto/mexico
p.53
http://www.gia.mx/es/gobierno-corporativo
p.2
p.44
http://www.gia.mx/es/politicaintegridad
p.55
p.46
In the period corresponding to this report, GIA has not been fined or sanctioned for
failing to uphold legislation and environmental regulations.
p.45
p.46
p.45
p.46
p.46
p.46
GIA’s payment policy follows the principle of gender equality. As such, there are no
differences in the salaries of men and women within the same labor category.
p.46
No cases of discrimination have been registered during the period covered by the
record.
p.46
p.46
p.44
p.44
p.44

G4-LA1
G4-LA2
G4-LA3
G4-LA9
G4-LA10
G4-LA11
G4-LA13
G4-HR2
G4-HR3
G4-HR7
G4-HR12
G4-SO4
G4-SO5
G4-SO7

*The present report contains some of the Basic content as per the GRI Report Guidelines.
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Corporate Finance

Corporate
employees

655

486

500

565

Year
2015

Year
2016

Year
2017

425
334

323

Year
2011

Year
2012

354

240
200

190

Year
2008

Year
2009

Year
2010

Year
2013

Year
2014

Year
2018

As of 2018, national and international infrastructure operation personnel are included.
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Corporate Finance

Sales

GIA Group
8,066,663

7,260,329

4,450,392
3,717,745

1,030,000

Year
2008

967,501

1,335,000

1,485,295

Year
2010

Year
2011

Year
2009

3,858,680

Year
2012

Year
2013
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29%
17%

5%
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Year
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Year
2015

nce

9%

Year
2014

Co

Sales
by Division

3,801,761

3,286,987

Year
2018
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